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A case report is a narrative that describes, for
medical, scientific or educational purposes, a
medical problem experienced by one or more
patients. A case report may describe an unusual
etiology, an unusual or unknown disorder, a
challenging differential diagnosis, an unusual
setting for care, information that cannot be
reproduced due to ethical reasons, unusual or
puzzling clinical features, improved or unique
technical procedures, unusual interactions, rare
or novel or simplified treatment techniques.
Though ranked lowest in the hierarchy of
evidence, case reports or series have both
educational and scientific value. They provide
important information with regard to rare events
and may be considered as anecdotal evidence.

Critical appraisal skills help us to understand the
methods and results of research and to assess the
quality of the research. Reporting guidelines exist
for a variety of study designs including
randomised controlled trials (Consolidated
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Abstract Case reports or case series form a vital part of evidence based practice and dental education. Mastering the
art of critical appraisal is a necessity for every practitioner or educator. Case reports are not usually subject
to structured critical analysis and hence reporting guidelines for dental case reports  are not well developed
. This article presents a simplified reporting guideline for case reports in dentistry based on the CARE and
PRICE guidelines and a discussion on points to be kept in mind while writing a case report.

Standards of Reporting Trials, CONSORT),
observational studies (Strengthening the
Reporting of Observational studies in
Epidemiology, STROBE) and systematic reviews
and meta-analyses (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses,
PRISMA).Case reports or series are not usually
subjected to a critical appraisal as hypothesis
testing or comparison involving a control are not
part of it.The most accepted reporting guideline
for case reports is the CARE guidelines.  The
Joanna Briggs Institute appraisal checklist for case
reports and other such checklists help in critically
reviewing a case report. Recently a reporting
guideline for endodontic case reports have been
developed- Preferred Reporting Items for Case
reports in Endodontics (PRICE) 2020.

Table1 is a simplified guide for both critically
appraising and writing case reports based on the
authors understanding of theabove mentioned
reporting guidelines and check lists.
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Section/ Item Name Brief Description

Title The words ‘case report’ (or ‘case study’) should appear in the title
Area of interest (anatomy, treatment modality) should be mentioned.

Keywords 2- 5 relevant keywords·
Use of MeSH terms

Abstract Introduction: How the case is novel including whether it adds to the literature
or clinical practice
Case presentation: Must include the chief complaints, symptoms and signs,
diagnostics findings, treatment done and outcomes (where applicable)
Conclusion : Mention the main Take away lessons or key learning points
from this case.

Introduction Brief background of the case including relevant literature.

Case Report Informed Consent : Statement regarding obtaining a valid consent from the
patient
Patient Demographics: Age, gender, ethnicity and any other relevant
demographic factors
Chief Complaint : Main symptoms as described by the patient
History : Medical, dental, family, psychosocial history and details of past
interventions and outcomes if any
Clinical Findings : Relevant extra oral Findings, intra oral findings. A timeline
of important dates and time relevant to the case should be mentioned
Diagnostics : Should include the details of the diagnostic methods/ tests and
results, Diagnostic challenges, Diagnostic reasoning and other diagnosis
considered.
Treatment/ Intervention: Must be described, any modification to the
intervention should mentioned
Outcome: the clinician and patient perspectives of  outcomes, the criteria of
assessment of outcomes should be described.
Adverse reactions or unanticipated outcomes or consequences and their
management should be described.

Discussion Relevant literature including details of the interventions must be discussed
The strengths and limitations of the case report must be mentioned
The rationale for the conclusion must be mentioned.

Conclusion The main “take-away” lessons must be provided, with implications for future
clinical practice.

Images Equipment used for acquiring the images should be mentioned
The resolution, magnification or any modification or enhancements done
must be mentioned
Patient identifiers must be removed
Legends to be provided for each image clearly describing what the subject is
and what specific feature it illustrates.
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The key factors to be considered while preparing
a manuscript (case report)for publication include:
Novelty: Novelty is the most important aspect of
a case. The report should introduce novel aspects
of patient evaluation, investigation, treatment, or
any other aspect related to patient care.

Essential Description and Data: The case should
have all essential details so as to arrive at a useful
conclusion. All relevant clinical and diagnostic
data must be presented (vitals, tooth sensibility
tests etc).

Images and Photographs: Adherence to The
Clinical and Laboratory Images in Publications
(CLIP) principles will improve the reporting
quality of images and the accuracy of the
information provided. As they provide readers
with the information needed to assess the
accuracy, validity, completeness and credibility
of the interpretation and implications of images
published in journals.

Authenticity and genuineness: Honesty is the
primary responsibility of the author. Care must
be taken not to include or omit important data
like an adverse affect or secondary outcomes.

Conclusion
Case reports present clinical observations
customarily collected in healthcare delivery
settings.Sir William Osler, known by many as the
Father of modern medicine, once stated that
physicians should “always note and record the
unusual…Publish it. Place it on permanent record
as a short, concise note. Such communications
are always of value” .This quote has remained
valid as case reports continue to foster an
educational medium. They may generate
hypotheses for future clinical studies, prove useful
in the evaluationof systems-oriented approaches
and guide the individualization and
personalization of treatments in clinical
practice. Case reports offer a structure for case-
based learning in healthcare education and may
facilitate the comparison of healthcare education
and delivery across cultures.
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